Designed exclusively for use with the Safe-Grip™ motorcycle passenger handgrip harness (sold separately), the Safe-Grip Jr.™ is an innovative child motorcycle passenger safety strap.

Because young motorcycle passengers are not fully developed in stature, strength, and reflexes, and prone to nodding off, they are particularly vulnerable to vertical ejection and to slipping off the side or rear of the vehicle. The Safe-Grip Jr. connects the child passenger to the adult operator in such a manner as to immediately alert the operator when the child passenger shifts position or leans dangerously on the seat. The Safe-Grip Jr. is also an invaluable child safety accessory for ATV, snowmobile, and water jet ski enthusiasts.

The Safe-Grip Jr. is comprised of a fully adjustable, heavy duty nylon belt, a large, foam padded ballistic nylon backrest, and all metal hardware. The left and right ends of the belt are equipped with a metal hook that connects to a corresponding D-ring located on the left and right sides of the Safe-Grip, between the front and rear passenger handgrips on the lower sternum strap.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Thread left end of Safe-Grip Jr. through left rear handgrip on Safe-Grip and hook to D-ring.
2. Put Safe-Grip on like a standard backpack (operator).
3. Mount vehicle (operator and child passenger).
4. With child’s assistance, pass right end of Safe-Grip Jr. under child’s left arm, behind the back, under right arm, through right rear passenger handgrip, and hook to D-ring.
5. With child’s assistance, center backrest against child’s lower-middle back and adjust length of Safe-Grip Jr. to fit snugly enough for backrest to remain in position without slipping down.

WARNINGS

1. Prior to operating vehicle, check that Safe-Grip Jr. is securely fastened to Safe-Grip’s D-rings and positioned snugly around child’s lower-middle back.
2. Motorcycling, ATV riding, snowmobiling and jet skiing are inherently risky. Safe-Grip Jr. does not eliminate the risk of accidental passenger ejection, serious injury or death. Therefore, always drive safely and responsibly, especially when carrying a passenger.
3. If child’s position on seat shifts significantly, do not divert eyes from road or remove hands from handle bar while vehicle is moving. Employ turn signal, break evenly, pull over to roadside, and bring vehicle to a complete stop at a safe distance from moving traffic.
4. Safe-Grip Jr. is not a substitute for safety lessons or any other safety equipment, including helmet, life-vest, eye protection, padding, and proper outerwear.
5. Under no circumstances should a child be permitted to ride on a motorcycle, ATV, snowmobile, or water jet ski until mature enough to understand and follow directions from a qualified adult.
6. Safe-Grip Jr. not intended for any use other than facilitating motorcycle, ATV, snowmobile and jet ski passenger safety, as delineated in the product description, instructions and warnings.”

PURCHASE

Retail: Wholesale:

For retail sales, please visit hatchventures.com/safe-grip. For dealer sales, please visit hatchventures.com/safe-grip or call 212-281-6144.

Telephone inquiries welcome between 9 am and 9 pm EST, Monday thru Friday. Email inquiries to info@hatchventures.com welcome any time.

HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

The Safe-Grip Jr. is a product of Hatch Business Ventures LLC.
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